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increasing African programming in its offerings and thus 
contributing to the diversifi cation of information sources. The 
CanalSat Horizons bundle, distributed in more than twenty 
African countries, comprises 19 public and private national 
African channels, including four pan-African ones. 

StudioCanal promotes its rich catalogue of more than 
5,000 fi lms through its Web portal, which references some 
2,000 titles.

Casanet, a subsidiary of Maroc Telecom, participates 
concretely in knowledge sharing with Menara.ma, the fi rst 
bilingual (Arabic-French) information and services Web portal 
in Morocco. With a monthly average of 1.6 million visitors in 
2010, Menara adapts to the evolution of Web use in each com-
munity of Internet users and provides them with information 
services and content in phase with their concerns.

Encouraging intercultural dialogue 
Through its geographical locations on the fi ve continents 

and its large investments both in content (2.4 billion euros) 

Promoting pluralism of information 
and quality of content 

Respect for freedom of expression is set down in the 
Group’s Data and Content Protection Charter. With more than 
60 million customers around the world and an abundant and 
diversifi ed offering of content and services, Vivendi has a 
strong human, intellectual, and cultural impact. Therefore 
pluralism, quality, and rigorousness are a necessity, in partic-
ular for the Group’s business units who produce and distribute 
content.

The Canal+ Group, which occupies a leading position in 
the French pay-TV market, plays a major role in nourishing a 
critical spirit in its audiences. The Canal+ Group’s editorial 
policy, founded on respect for pluralism and independence, 
clarity and realism in dealing with information, and inclusion 
of international analysis of events, applies to all channels, 
including the all-news channel i>Télé.

Canal+ Afrique, a Canal+ Group subsidiary, has imple-
mented an ambitious strategy for the entire continent, 

Our specifi c issues

Sharing knowledge  
Setting high standards regarding the quality of content, encouraging dialogue between cultures, 
raising public awareness of sustainable development issues, and facilitating access to information 
technologies defi ne this issue of sharing knowledge – a strategic one for Vivendi, whose business 
units are major players in the digital revolution. WWW. .com

vivendi.com+
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and in networks (3.4 billion euros), Vivendi plays a major 
role in building bridges between cultures and encourages 
a spirit of openness between peoples and generations. 

Vivendi has the responsibility of empowering its tens 
of millions of customers, including those living in the least 
advantaged countries, to participate in artistic, musical, 
cinematic, and audiovisual expressions in all their diversity. 

Universal Music Group relies on partnerships – includ-
ing those with telecommunications operators such as Qtel in 
Qatar, Sing Tel in Singapore, and Reliance Communications in 
India – that make it possible for consumers in Asia and the 
Middle East to discover the Group’s vast musical repertoire, 
which includes artists under contract throughout the world. 
These investments, like the creation of the local label DEsi 
Hits!, devoted to Indian and South Asian artists, also benefi t 
Western audiences who gain access to heretofore unknown 
works.

Activision Blizzard games are set in multicultural uni-
verses. The virtual architecture, clothing, food, and holiday 
events of Blizzard Entertainment’s online game World of 
Warcraft® include references to the cultures of different 
regions of the world. Furthermore, the game enables much 
exchange within the communities of players from different 
countries, which can stimulate their desire to go farther in 
their discovery of other cultures. 

The Canal+ Group, through its editorial offering and its 
international scope, provides its audiences with a veritable 
window on the world. The Canal+ channel enables its sub-
scribers to satisfy their cinema “appetite” by making available 
programming that includes the greatest directors from 
around the world, but also little-explored works or genres 
(such as Italian political cinema and Australian fi lm). In 
Poland, Canal+ Cyfrowy’s Planete channel is a partner in the 
Planete Doc Film Festival, which showcases the best docu-
mentaries from around the world.

Canal+ Overseas plays a key role in disseminating 
cultural expressions from the countries of the southern 
hemisphere and the Overseas Territories. In Africa, CanalSat 
Horizons rebroadcasts some twenty public and private 
national channels to the rest of the continent. As part 
of a partnership with Thema, Canal+ Afrique created 

Le Bouquet africain, made up of some twenty African channels, 
and offers it as an option on ADSL TV in France. In the Overseas 
Territories, CanalSat’s offerings include the major local channels, 
which are made available throughout the geographical area. 

Canal+ Afrique is a faithful partner of the African cinema 
through its fi nancial support and promotional actions. Films 
that have won awards at the FESPACO (Panafrican Film and 
Television Festival of Ouagadougou), like Ezra, by Newton 
Aduaka, Bamako by Abderrahmane Sissako, and Il va pleuvoir 
sur Conakry by Cheick Fantamady Camara have been broad-
cast on Canal+ in Africa. The French channel also gave Africa’s 
Seventh Art a place of honor by programming L’homme qui crie 
by Mahamat Saleh Haroun, the fi rst African fi lm to win the 
Jury Prize at the 2010 Cannes Film Festival.

Maroc Telecom encourages intercultural exchange via 
its Web portal Menara, its television via DSL and mobile offer-
ing, and the subscriptions to foreign news services proposed 
to its mobile telephony customers.

Raising awareness of sustainable 
development issues

Through its content production and distribution activi-
ties and via its corporate initiatives, the Group contributes 
actively to raising its audiences’ awareness of issues related 
to sustainable development of the planet. 

Promoting human rights and the environment are at the 
heart of Canal+’s documentary offering; the channel carried a 
special World in Progress day devoted to more socially aware, 
more responsible economic alternatives (Les Défricheurs by 
Marion Claus and Changing the World by Steeve Baumann), 
explored the issue of preservation of ethnic minorities and the 
environment in Ecuador (Une idée simple et révolutionnaire, 
by Laetitia Moreau), and covered the gang wars in El Salvador 
(La Vida loca by Christian Poveda). Aside from such documen-
taries, the channel offers short fi lms on such citizenship topics 
as the assimilation of disabled persons into society. 

Out of a concern for making the United Nations Millen-
nium Development Goals better known, Canal+ is committed 
to the eight association partners in the fi lm 8 (which com-
prises eight short fi lms from eight directors, each illustrating 
one of the Goals) to paying back part of the revenue from 

SFR and Emmaüs Défi  launch 
the Telephony and Solidarity Program 
Charles-Édouard Vincent, Director, Emmaüs Défi  France (Emmaüs charity’s dedicated program 
supporting disadvantaged persons) 

The Telephony and Solidarity Program 
is aimed at persons in a situation of 
precarity, oriented by social workers 
in Paris. This is an authentic program 
aimed at helping these individuals 
reduce their mobile telephony 
expenditures. it provides a helping hand 
in emerging from a diffi cult situation, 

and above all aids in recovering dignity 
and autonomy. The program has three 
parts – a mobile telephony offer at 
solidarity rates, an instructional 
program, and social accompaniment. 
This program answers a genuine need 
of our society. with telephony as in 
other aspects of life, persons in great 
diffi culty suffer the effects of a double 
impact – not only are their resources 

extremely limited, but since they are 
neither solvent nor properly informed, 
they pay more for the same services. 
and yet today, a cell phone has become 
indispensable for fi nding work, a place 
to live, or simply staying in contact with 
friends and family. Beyond fi nancial 
support, the program’s development 
relies on a commitment by several 
employees of SFR via skills sponsorship.
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The Maroc Telecom Group organized operations to raise 
awareness of culture and environmental protection in the 
context of the 40th anniversary of Earth Day. The 2010 Beach 
Festival, an event organized each summer by Maroc Telecom, 
again used playful, interactive means to remind vacationers 
of the importance of hygiene, preservation, and respect for 
nature. 

Universal Music Group regularly supports its artists in 
their commitments to human rights (providing for persons liv-
ing with the AIDS virus, denouncing the use of child soldiers, 
assisting street musicians, etc.) and conducts solidarity 
actions in favor of the victims of natural catastrophes such as 
the earthquake in Haiti and the tsunami in Japan.

Facilitating access to ICTs and to content 
Vivendi is committed to facilitating access to informa-

tion and communication technologies (ICTs) and to content 
so that groups in isolation due to their place of residence, 
age, or fi nancial situation can share in the benefi ts of the 
digital revolution. One of the constant concerns of the 
Group’s business units is to fi ght the digital gap by develop-
ing specifi c offers and services. This is also a major guiding 
principle of Create Joy, Vivendi’s solidarity program (see 
Diane Emdin’s point of view below). 

SFR puts its expertise at the service of society. In 2010, 
the operator continued its actions aimed at facilitating 
access to new technologies for the elderly (specially-
adapted mobile terminals; the SFR Family Connect pilot, 
which encourages social ties), for disabled persons (the Pack 
Gold for visually impaired customers; Customer Service 
accessibility; the Jaccede Mobile application – see opposite), 
and for disadvantaged persons (Telephony and Solidarity 
program with Emmaüs Défi  – see Charles-Édouard Vincent’s 
point of view p. 79). Also, under the Out-of-coverage areas 
program, 514 Wi-Fi base stations had been deployed and 
993 localities covered as of end 2010.

In the countries where it operates, the Maroc Telecom 
Group contributes to ending digital isolation (see Naoual 
El Ouafay’s point of view, opposite) and facilitates access 
to new technologies via specifi c services and initiatives. 
For example, it made specifi c Internet and mobile packages 
available to farmers at the International Agriculture Fair. The 
operator provides students with PCs and Internet connections 

rental and purchase of their documentaries available via the 
CanalPlay Video on Demand service. 

SFR is committed to building a digital world where there 
is more environmental awareness and solidarity. To achieve 
this goal, the operator carries on many partnerships with civil 
society. Encouraging its customers to recycle their cellular 
phones via a “win-win” program (for each used mobile device 
brought in, users get a purchase voucher and four euros are 
given by SFR to not-for-profi t partners like La Voix de l’Enfant) 
is one of the operator’s initiatives, along with its association 
with MailForGood, an innovative concept that generates a 
contribution to several associations for each e-mail sent. 

The maroc Telecom Group’s subsidiaries 
have devoted 41% of their revenues 
to reducing the digital gap and improving 
the quality of the networks in mauritania, 
Gabon, Burkina Faso, and mali.

Create Joy, Vivendi’s solidarity program
Diane Emdin, Coordinator of the Create Joy program, Communications and Sustainable 
Development Department, Vivendi

under its solidarity program Create Joy, 
Vivendi supports some twenty projects in 
France, the united States, the uk, africa 
(morocco, mali, and Burkina Faso) and Bra-
zil. The goal of Create Joy is to help disad-
vantaged young people achieve their full 

potential by offering them entertainment 
and skills related to Vivendi’s businesses – 
video games, music, telecommunications, 
the internet, television, and cinema.
 The struggle against the digital gap is 
an integral part of our mission, our strat-
egy, and of Create Joy. Young people’s 
initiation into the new technologies is 

a determining factor for their personal 
development. our ambition is to make 
multimedia tools available to young people 
as widely as possible; their future depends 
on it. Create Joy supports Bibliobrousse 
in Burkina Faso, Ateliers sans frontières 
in morocco, and CDi (Comitê para 
Democratização da Informática) in Brazil.
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at reduced rates. Since 2007, Maroc Telecom has also marketed 
the first cellular phone with an interface in Tamazight lan-
guage. Maroc Telecom Group’s subsidiaries share this ambi-
tion of investing in innovation and knowledge society. 
Sotelma, in Mali, supports the Cyber-Édu project, which 
facilitates interconnection of schools, the creation of cyber-
spaces, and training in the use of the new information and 
communication technologies. 

In Brazil, GVT is continuing its extension to the entire 
country, thus participating in gradually bringing fixed-
telephony and Internet access to many big, middle and small 
cities. The deployment is accompanied by rate reductions 

The Jaccede mobile application, developed in partnership with SFR, provides a collaborative 
directory and guide to more than 15,000 places accessible to persons with reduced mobility.

Maroc Telecom contributes to information  
highways for development in Africa
Naoual El Ouafay, Responsible for Transmission Deployment Department, maroc Telecom

For several years, maroc Telecom has 
been developing information highways 
linking all the cities in the kingdom  
via broadband. with over 23,500 km  
of fiber-optic cables with capacities up 
to 1,200 Gb/s, its optical network  
is morocco’s most extensive. 
it responds to growing internet needs 

and is reducing the digital divide. maroc 
Telecom is extending this investment 
effort in its subsidiaries to modernize 
and widen their transmission infrastruc-
tures and enable access to the  
new iCTs for as many people as possible. 
in 2010, the Group continued the project 
to connect its subsidiaries via terres-
trial fiber-optic cable to eventually link 
morocco, mauritania, mali, and Burkina. 

The cable, with a capacity of up to  
800 Gb/s, will also serve neighboring 
countries – niger, Benin, Ghana, Togo, 
Guinea, and ivory Coast –, who will 
benefit from fallout of the project. These 
investments encourage the creation  
of new business activities such as  
community telephony (téléboutiques), 
cyber-centers, and iSPs, and strengthen 
the competitiveness of local SmEs. 

and improvement of the quality of the minimum service  
provided. Under the Educando GVT program, some ten insti-
tutions working to end digital isolation have been given  
free Internet access or computer equipment. In addition,  
in partnership with the CDI (Comitê para Democratização 
da Informática), approximately 55,000 persons have been 
trained in information technologies throughout the country.

Since January 2010, 100% of Canal+’s programs, 
including live broadcasts, are subtitled for deaf and hearing-
impaired persons. In France, StudioCanal has added specific 
subtitling for deaf and hearing-impaired audiences to all its 
DVD and Blu-ray discs published after January 2010.
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